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Summary of activities since last meeting

Activities

• Discovered a fault with my code that caused an older version of apache to
crash. (recursive include that used up all the sites allocated memory and
then caused it to crash)

• Finished Course work (All DPP pracks done, RTM prac half done)

• Updated my website again, made it look slightly better and added progress
presentation

Goals and Work targets

Goals for this week

• Start development again and �x and refactor all minor problems that are
left so that next week I can implement and �nish the main tasks, remaining
in the dashboard.

Goals Achieved

• Did �x minor problems, but not all of them

Proposed goals for next week

• Strong focus on development next week, (this week) try and get everything
done or as far as possible

• Write another 6 pages of my thesis (for the Design section)
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Rate your work performance

How did you feel you worked ?
Worked well, been feeling very productive the last week.
Did you achieve all your goals ? if not why not?
Almost, I would have liked to have done a bit more on my dashboard, �nished

all my course work (except for the RTM prac which still needs a little bit of
work)

What were the issues you had trouble with?
I got stuck on some really stupid php mistakes, but �nally realised what I

was doing wrong
What assistance did you need to continue?
Better error messaging from php, its not going to happen.
How can you improve your performance?
Not really.
Provide a rating out of 10 in addition to the above.
8.0

Tasks/Learning

What is the most useful/interesting thing you learned or did this week?

• I read up on metasploit and worked through some tutorials.

• Worked some nice recursion into a php application.
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